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What do we offer?
1. Increase productivity

Enabling digital collaboration with suppliers through the
exchange of documents between SAP ERP and SAP 
Business Network Supplier Portal

2. Improve efficiency and agility
Improved efficiency in the invoicing process (in terms of
costs, duplicate invoices, late payments etc.).
Fewer errors.

3. Integration guaranteed
complete integration between SAP S/4 HANA (On Prem 
or CLOUD) or ECC 6,0 and SAP Business Network Supplier 
Portal

Purchase order, PO confirmation, ASN, goods receipt,
invoice and payment notifications. Several options for
sending invoices from the supplier.

4.- Increase visibility
Suppliers on SAP Business Network Supplier Portal can 
check the status of invoices in real time as well as 
payment planning.

Considerable reduction in calls from suppliers
requesting information on payments and invoice status.

Why the SEIDOR SAP
Business Network bundle?

Guaranteed success in the digital transformation of the
purchasing process between SAP S/4 HANA or ECC 6.0 and
the entire supplier network through the SAP Business 
Network Supplier Portal.

Digitalize the purchase order management process. Orders,
order modifications, confirmations, dispatch notes, goods
receipt, invoices and payment notifications are managed
digitally with suppliers through SAP Business Network 
Supplier Portal.

Online tracking of order status. SAP Business Network 
Supplier Portal allows buyers and suppliers to control the 
status of purchase orders in real time.

Generate electronic invoices. Suppliers can generate
invoices electronically in full compliance with legal
requirements in more than 190 countries. Several options for
sending invoices: PO Flip invoice, PDF Invoicing. Eliminate
manual processes. SAP Business Network Supplier Portal 
eliminates the manual processes associated with 
day-to-day transactions, speeds up order execution and 
increases the efficiency, traceability and accuracy of the 
entire process, from issuing the order to invoice payment.

Algunos de nuestros clientes:
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Our Value Proposition

· Traceability. Full traceability from PO, PO
confirmation, ASN (dispatch notes), goods receipt,
nvoice (validated with more than 120 business
rules), until payment notification

· Reduction of incidents. Reduces errors and
exceptions in invoices

· Compliance. Guarantees compliance throughout
the entire process according to contractual terms

· Efficiency in the AP department. Freeing the
department of repetitive tasks and allowing
strategic activities with greater added value for
the company to be carried out

Price
    timing

· Go-live in 12 weeks.

· No cost for suppliers (standard functionality, no integration 
with the supplier's ERP).

· Configuration + initial connectivity: €36,000*.

· Unlimited users.

· Minimum commitment 3 years.

(*) up to 200,000 documents per year and approx. annual purchase volume of €150
million. For different terms, a personalized study needs to be carried out, up to 2
companies or 2 purchasing org. Connectivity according to ERP version.

· Extension of functionality: option of integrating the
purchase flows with the supplier's ERP *see terms

· 360º view of the process, including suppliers as a
fundamental part of the company's success, and
included in our methodology

· Option of developing and innovating through SAP
Integration Suite (Business Technology Platform)
for native integration with SAP and integration with
other systems

· Return on investment: less than one year to
recover the initial investment. Example: for a
company with annual turnover of €250M,
spending on purchasing of €120M and 20K
invoices processed annually, the estimated
annual savings are €120K *Source: SAP Business
Case

Why SEIDOR?

SEIDOR is a technology consulting firm that offers a comprehensive portfolio of innovation solutions and services aimed at customer experience, ERP,

analytics, employee experience, cloud computing, workplace and cybersecurity, helping organizations to overcome their challenges and achieve their goals.

With turnover of 767 million euros in 2022 and a workforce of more than 8,000 highly qualified professionals, SEIDOR has a direct presence in 45 countries in 

Europe, Latin America, the United States, the Middle East. The consultancy is a partner of the main technological leaders; SAP, Microsoft, IBM and Adobe are 

among the most noteworthy.
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